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Mechanical Gaming Keyboard Havit KB890L RGB

Havit KB890 RGB mechanical gaming keyboard.
Havit KB890 is a mechanical gaming keyboard that reads multiple simultaneous clicks with ease. It stands out with its 87 keys, compact
form factor and dynamic backlighting that will give your night games a fantastic touch. 
 
Choose your favorite colors 
KB890  can  light  up  with  your  favorite  lights!  You  can  not  only  set  the  backlight  mode,  but  also  its  brightness  using  the  Fn  key
combination. 
 
Compact form 
The keyboard has a compact form without side numeric keys, which is ideal for those who do not use it. The advantage of this solution is
that  the  mouse  can  be  closer  to  the  keyboard  which  minimizes  movements  and  saves  time.  This  is  especially  important  for  gamers
because it saves time. 
 
Reading 
Reading signals sent by clicking several keys at once? No problem! The Havit KB890 keyboard will read all your commands so you can
move smoothly through the game world and score more points! 
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Windows key lock 
The FN WIN key configuration locks the WIN key function, preventing you from accidentally exiting the game. Nothing is more frustrating
than having the game interrupted when victory is at hand - especially when HP is already heavily depleted.  
 
Set contents 
Keyboard 
Manual
	Brand. 
	Havit 
	Model 
	KB890 RGB
	Color 
	Black 
	Number of keys 
	87
	Dimensions 
	358 x 130 x 41mm
	Key life 
	50,000,000 clicks
	Cable length 
	1500mm

Preço:

Antes: € 33.5052

Agora: € 28.50

Jogos, Keyboards
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